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The Extension of the Linear Nodal Method to Large
Concrete Building Calculations

R. L. Childs W. A. Rhoades

Studies of radiatior. penetration into large concrete and mansonry

structures are in progress at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Accomplish-
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ments to date include the development of TORT , a 3-d extension of the DOT

discrete ordinates transport code, and the completion of an experiment at

the Tower Shielding Facility for methods testing purposes. In this paper,

the implementation of the linear nodal method*̂  in the TORT code is

described, and the results of a mesh refinement study to test the effec-
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tiveness of the linear nodal and weighted diamond difference methods

available in TORT are presented.

The linear nodal method for the solution of the discrete ordinates

form of the transport equation for 2-d Cartesian systems was reported by

Walters and O'DellJ in 1981. In a recent paper Walters outlined tre

derivation of an augmented weighted diamond form of the linear nodal equa-

tions in 3-d Cartesian co-ordinates and implemented these equations ±u 2-d.

Walters makes one approximation in his derivation which allows him to

obtain a much less complex formulation with little loss of accuracy. In

another recent paper, Badruzzaman also indicates that the linear nodal

equations can be placed in weighted diamond form (with or without Walters'

approximation). His paper contains results from 3-d calculations.

One requirement for implementing the linear nodal method in TORT

was that the method must work for geometries that contain voids or near

voids such as the air inside a concrete building. The equations in the

appendix of Reference 5 are indeterminant as the total cross section, a,



approaches zero. The equations used in TORT were derived much like the

derivation outlined in Reference 4 and do not divide by zero when c equals

zero.

A consideration in the performance of the linear nodal method is

the behavior of the" linear terms in the expansion of the surface fluxes and

scattering source. Consider the expansion for the flux on the left face of

a mesh cell.

VT (y,z) = i|iT + 6T 2(y-y)My + 6 2(z-i)/Az (1)

If the magnitude of the coefficients of the linear terms & and £ is suf-

ficiently large, the expansion will be negative for certain values of y and

z. Furthermore, it is also possible that negative results can be obtained

for other quantities such as ijjR , the average flux on the right face.

References 4 and 5 both indicate satisfactory results for their test prob-

lems with no fixups used to insure positive fluxes, but such is not the

case for the problems of interest here. When the linear nodal method was

applied to a concrete building problem, negative scalar fluxes were calcu-

lated, and attempts to converge the scattering source by inner iteration

resulted in a rapidly divergent process. This divergent process occurs

even in the absence of inner iteration acceleration. Thus, the linear

nodal method is not applicable to concrete building problems without some

corrections to insure positive or at least nondivergent results.

Apparently, the presence of near voids is the cause of the divergent

behavior. The sample problems in References 4 and 5 use significant total

cross sections at all points in the geometry, providing attenuation and

improving stability.
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Previous work by the authors developed upper and lower limits

for the linear coefficients of the flux and source expansions for 2-d

geometry. In that work, the magnitude of any coefficient (such as Q, in

Eq. 1) that falls outside the limits is reduced, insuring positive results.

The 2-d work hat been extended to 3-d for use in TORT. One couplication in

3-d in that two terms appear in Eq. 1, while only one appears in 2-d.

In 3-d, the positive fixup is based on insuring that the combined contribu-

tion of \k , e t and e to quantities such as .j, is positive. A less

L L,y L,z ^R

restrictive, but not guaranteed positive fixup (relaxed fixup) is to

require the contribution of t|/ 'and either a or 6 be positive. Both of
L l̂z L,y

these methods are tested in the mesh refinement study to follow.

After the negative flux fixups uere installed in TORT, the linear

nodal method was tested on a 3-d building previously calculated with

weighted difference. This building contained a thin partition in which

the flux dips slightly. However, the nodal method predicted a flux

increase of a factor of 2.3 in that partition, an incorrect and unsatisfac-

tory result. To understand the cause of this problem, consider the

weighted diamond form of the nodal equation for the average flux on the

right face

<<J = (2 - a ) <p +(.a -l)i|/T + .linear coefficient terms (2)
K. X 3 V X Li

Here ty is the average flux in the aesh cell. Thus an a of zero
av x

corresponds to the linear-diamond model and an a of one corresponds to
x

the step model. Normally, weighted difference coefficients are required to

be between zero and one.



However, the expression for a in the nodal formulation results in values
x

between zero and two. Applying a step limit by setting values of a that

are greater chan one to one removes the incorrect, flux peak.

A mesh refinement study was performed for a one group problem with

geometry similar to the TORT validation experiment conducted at the Tower

Shielding Facility. The coarsest mesh used had 7 intervals in the x direc-

tion and 4 intervals in the y and z directions. The finest mesh was 63 by

36 by 36. The results of this study are shown in Table 1. The problem

contains 17 zones, and the error in the average flux in each zone was

determined assuming the finest mtesh linear nodal method with relaxed fixup

is correct. For this problem, the two linear nodal methods have signifi-

cantly smaller maximum flux errors than the weighted difference results.

The linear nodal results with the relaxed fixup was superior to the linear

nodal results with guaranteed positive fixups.

In conclusion, the linear nodal method has been extended to a new

class of problems containing near voids. Needed developments included

corrections to limit negative fluxes and a step limit for the weighting

coefficient. These extensions to the linear nodal method are absolutely

essential to large concrete building studies.



Table 1.. Maximum Flux Error for Different Meshes and Methods

Mesh Linear Nodal
Positive fix-up

7x4x4 25.5?*

14x8x8 12.4?

21x12x12 8.4?

28x16x16 6.0?

35x20x20 4.3?

. * This error is 52.0? without the Step Fix-up

Linear Nodal
Relaxed fix-uD

15.2?

6.1?

3.3?

4.8?

2.8?

Zero
Weiehted

97.3?

65.2?

49.0?

39.1?

32.4?

Theta
Weighte

52.6?

29.6?

19.3?

13.6?

9.7?
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